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v Me are not forecasting
a future; we are serving a
notice — an urgent notice
based on the latest and best
scientific evidence — that the
time has come to take the
decisions needed to secure the
resources to sustain this and
coming generations. . . We are
unanimous in our conviction
that the security, well-being
and very survival of the
planet depend on such
changes, now.
OUR COMMON FUTURE, THE REPORT OF THE
WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT

Toronto—Mrs Gro Harlem Brundtland signs over the "Brundtland Collection" to
IDRC. The collection consists of 43 volumes of background papers, written
submissions and official minutes, speeches given by Mrs Brundtland, and 83
tapes and transcripts of verbal testimony given at public hearings around the
world. This information was used by the Brundtland Commission to write their
report Our Common Future which outlined the strong connection between
environment and development. The collection is now the first thing you see when
you enter the Centre's 9th floor library. Users can access the Brundtland
Collection through BIBLIOL, the Centre's development database service.

Our Twentieth
W

hat were you doing in May of
1970? Was it the spring you
learned how to ride a bike? Or
were you mourning the break-up of the
Beatles? Or perhaps you were soothing the
cries of a new-born baby?
Whatever you were doing, a group of
Canadian and international development
experts were making plans that would one
day involve you—they were founding IDRC!

The approach they were using—creating an
organization which would encourage researchers in developing countries to find
solutions for problems of poverty according
to their own priorities—was new and at the
time quite revolutionary.
But twenty years later it is this approach
and vision which has earned IDRC its world( C O N T I N U E D
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ujata Pradhan writes to say that:
"Amelia Gooderham's experiences
related in the March 88 ECHO,
prompt me to write that as Coordinator
Library/Communications at SARD, I too get
all kinds of interesting/amusing mail, often
addressed to 'Respected Sir' and 'your
esteemed organization'.
Since requests often come from voluntary agencies in remote rural areas, where
the people are not always fluent in English,
the exact nature of the request is sometimes
a bit uncertain, as the following letter requesting project support which says: 'We
are very interested to go ahead in solidarity
with for development concern of the people
and expanding our activities for poorest of
the poor in rural areas. . .' and the following from an organization involved in 'development program for weaker section of the
society' which requests '. . . you will kindly
help for financial assistance for more developed their living standard in the third world.
So you will kindly send on the above mentioned subject as early as possible and necessary action please'.
A voluntary agency in Orissa says of
itself, 'Since 1971 being emerged out of a hot
problem, it tried to quench problems within
its scanty resources'.
When in doubt, my answer is to mail a
complete set of IDRC brochures, which seems
satisfactory as I then get letters thanking my
'goodself and calling upon the Lord to
shower His blessing on me!
The most heart-breaking letter came
from a young man in Africa asking us to
donate a pair of shoes. As the request was
from Nigeria, I had no hesitation in forwarding it to WARD!"

Communications wins three awards! Bill Hosier, STC (Society for Technical
Communication) Competition Manager, and Hyacinth Harewood, STC President,
present Sandy Garland, Kathy Kealey and Jean-Daniel Dupont with "Awards of
Excellence" for the 1987 French and English versions of Searching and the 1987
publication Low-Cost Primary Education.

0 A recent WID proposal. . .
"My dear,
It's with real pleasure that I am writing
to you today. Since your trip here in 1986
during the National Council on Science and
Technology I have been thinking about you.
I will start working on the problems of
science and technology in the next few days.
I believe that you are very well situated
to find me a Canadian wife. Me, I love Canada and Canadians, they are a people unlike
any other. I beg you to find me one or several women aged 25 to 28 who would be
interested in marrying an African. Those
O Pierre Sane from WARD writes to tell us interested should send me their photos
that Cecile de Sweemer, Health Sciences rep- (height and weight, etc.). They should write
resentative in WARO has been named "Com- me as soon as possible because I will be
mander of the National Order of Benin"—the visiting Canada in August/September 88 and
1 am counting on discovering my wife at
highest honour possible in Benin.
"Cecile started a program of primary that time.
I was born on July 3rd, 1956. Height
health in Benin which is now an effective
example for the whole region. Cecile's devo- 1.87m and weight 61kg.
I beg you to succeed with this mission;
tion to helping the "damned of the earth"
throughout her vibrant career, and the pub- I won't disappoint you. I'm waiting impalic expressions and recognition of her tiently for the responses.
May Africa's vibrations pass through
accomplishments contribute greatly to the
Centre's image and to the high esteem in your heart. I leave you now and wait with
which the Centre is held by the researchers pleasure to hear from you."
The WID Unit is thinking of changing
and people of the region." Congratulations,
its name to Women in Demand.
O
Cecile!
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Born In anada

Last August the 1987-88 Pearson Fellows (sponsored by FAD to spend a year in Ottawa studying development
administration in a joint program offered by Carleton and Ottawa Universities) met one last time before
returning to their own countries and brought along three new babies whose arrival in Canada was not the
usual one! From left to right: Patricia Pamela MKondiwa with Canadian-born daughter. Mrs MKondiwa's
husband, George, was a Pearson Fellow from Malawi. N'Kulu Banza and new baby, her husband MKuna Ka
MKuna was a Pearson Fellow from Zaire. Gloria Picar-Jimenez, a Pearson Fellow from the Philippines with
her Canadian-born son.

bottom left photo: Chris Smart, deputy director of FAD at the time, receives a parting gift from the Fellows-a group picture
of all 17 Fellows—so he can never forget them! From left to right: Chris Smnart; Professor Katherine Graham, Carleton
University; Professor Nasir Islam, Ottawa University; William Beckel, president of Carleton University and Ivan Head,
bottom right photo: Meet the Fellows! From left to right: Edward Salie, from Ghana; Linda Malon, Pearson Fellows
Administrator, Carleton/Ottawa Universities; Happy Fathers-George MKondiwa, from Malawi and MKuna Ka MKuna,
from Zaire; Antime Mivuba, from Rwanda; and Gloria Picar-Jimenez, from the Philippines. Seated in front: Abdelkhalek
Anassi from Morocco.
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ichard Albert, division accountant
in the Office of the Treasurer, was
promoted in May to administrative
officer in OSGC.
Benjamin Alvarez, Social Sciences regional program officer in LARO, is now FAD
senior program officer there.
Nelida Avila, secretary in Health
Sciences, left the Centre at the end of
August.
Danilo Anton, program officer in Earth
and Engineering Sciences, moved to LARO
in the fall.
Chantal Arana, human resources information system coordinator in the Office
for Human Resources, left the Centre in
August to study at the University of
Ottawa.
Ron Archer, program officer in Information Sciences, left the Centre in June to
join the International Centre for Ocean
Development.
Richard Arthur, project advisor for
AFNS in the Philippines, has moved to ASRO
where he is replacing Brian Davy, Fisheries
program officer in AFNS who is on study
development leave.
David Balson, program officer in Information Sciences, moved to Nairobi in August
to become the division's senior regional program officer.
Mary Beaussart, operations officer in
AFNS, was promoted to project officer for the
new AFNS Canadian Collaborative Projects
Group. Mary joined AFNS as a secretary in
Edmonton in 1972 and moved to Ottawa in
1983 when IDRC closed its Alberta office.
Francine Belanger was promoted from
secretary to operations assistant in Information Sciences in August.
Francois Belisle, senior program
officer with the Urban and Regional Devel-

opment Program in Social Sciences, is now
associate director of the new Regional Development Program.
Donna Bickford was promoted to operations officer in AFNS. She joined the division
in 1979 as a secretary and has held a number
of positions within the Operations group
over the past nine years.
Monique Boisvert, secretary with the
Internal Audit Group, left the Centre in July.
Claude Paul Boivin, special advisor to
the President, is now executive director of
the AIDS conference unit.
Claude Briand, manager in Internal
Audit, has moved to SARD to become their
new regional controller.
Louise Brouzes, operations assistant in
Information Sciences, was promoted to administrative officer in OPE in June.
Hazel Browne, secretary in Social
Sciences, retired in April.
Pascale Bruneau joined the Centre in
May as secretary in Information Sciences.
She was previously working as a receptionist
in Employment and Immigration Canada.
Paz Buttedahl, senior program officer
in FAD, was promoted in May to associate
director, Canadian Programs, and deputy
director, FAD.
Marilyn Campbell, acting deputy
director in Communications, left the Centre
in June. She has enrolled in a two-year MBA
program at Concordia University in Montreal.
Joanne Cardin left AFNS in June after
five years with the Director's Office. She left
IDRC to spend more time with her growing
family.
Brenda Cardinal joined the Centre as
operations secretary in MTS, Administration.
Before coming to IDRC, she was manager of
Lakeshore Overseas Forwarding in Ottawa.

A. Larocque

S. Warren

Bob Carscadden, SARD regional controller, returned to Ottawa in July to join
Internal Audit.
Lucille Charbonneau, secretary in
Health Sciences, was promoted to secretary
to the director and deputy director in Earth
and Engineering Sciences.
Guy Charlebois, assistant comptroller—general accounting in Office of the
Treasurer, was promoted to associate director — finance, in May.
Gracia Chiasson, secretary in OSGC,
joined the Office of the Vice-President, Program, in October as executive secretary.
Gordon Clifford, research officer in the
VPR cluster unit, left the Centre in April to
work for Canada Post.
Marie-Helene Collion, AFNS agricultural economics program officer in WARO,
has left the Centre to join ISNAR in the
Netherlands.
Ernest Corea, special assistant to the
President, left the Centre in April to work for
CGIAR in Washington.
Sylvie Cormier, secretary in Office of
the Treasurer, joined the Library as secretary
last December.
Sidiki Coulibaly was promoted to
senior program officer in Social Sciences.
Kim Daley, operations assistant in
AFNS, has joined the Canadian Collaborative
Projects Group.
Dan Davies, recruitment clerk in the
Office for Human Resources, left the Centre
in March to work as a fitness instructor.
Ron Davies, MINISIS outreach officer
in Information Sciences, left the Centre in
December.
Robin Derrick, information storage
technologies officer in Information Sciences,
left IDRC in September to start a two-year
course in recreation management at Algon-

cr
Martha Stone, director of Information Sciences presents Sharon Henry, associate
director, Library and Bibliographic Services, with a vase and silk flowers in
Sharon's favourite colour—peach, and a box of her favourite food—chocolates.
Sharon Henry left the Centre in March to become assistant librarian with the
Joint Bank-Fund Library in Washington, D.C.
quin College.
Pauline Dole, secretary in Social
Sciences, was promoted to research and
administrative assistant for the WID unit in
Social Sciences.
Claudette Doren, secretary in FAD, left
the Centre in July.
Cathy Egan was promoted in January
to production assistant in the Scientific Publishing unit of Communications.
Lynn Ellsworth joined the Centre in
October as Social Sciences' regional
program officer, Rural Development Program in Dakar. She previously worked as a
consultant for the Ford Foundation in
Dakar, and has just completed her Ph.D in
agricultural economics at the University of
Wisconsin.
Phillip English joined the Centre in
September as program officer in Social
Sciences.
Nirvana Fahmy, program 'assistant at
MERO, left IDRC in July.
Roger Finan joined the Centre in September as associate director, Internal Audit.
He used to work for Alcan in Montreal as a
senior internal auditor.
Francois Farah has joined the Centre
as regional program officer, MERO, for
Social Sciences.
Terry Findlay, head of Compensation
and Benefits in the Office for Human Resources, was appointed associate director,
Personnel Services, in August.
Jeffrey Fine, senior program officer for
Social Sciences division at EARO, left IDRC in
July.
Suzanne Forgie, secretary in AFNS, left

the Centre in July.
Danielle E. Gagnon, secretary in
Information Sciences, is now secretary to the
deputy director, AFNS.
Sandy Garland became head of Editing
and Production in Communications in February. She has worked at IDRC as a technical
editor since 1986.
Lorraine Garrett, operations clerk in
MTS, Administration, is temporarily replacing
Susan Bickram, purchasing agent in MTS
who is on maternity leave.
Larry Gelmon, senior program officer
in Health Sciences, became their representative in SARD in June.
Patricia-Ann Giguere, translator/
documentalist in Communications, left the
Centre in May.
Christine GiraW, secretary in Health
Sciences, left the Centre in February.
David Glover, associate director, Economics Policy Program in Social Sciences, is
now associate director of the new Economics
and Policy Analysis Program.
Diane Goltz joined the Centre in
August as secretary to the AIDS Conference
unit. She comes to IDRC from the Department
of Finance.
Amelie Gooderham, information assistant in Communications, was promoted
in June to executive assistant in the President's Office.
Charles Gray joined the Centre in February as division analyst in the Office of the
Treasurer.
Micheline Groulx joined Communications in May as secretary to the division
management unit. During the last four years,

she worked in the Office of the Vice-President, Research Programs, first as administrative, then executive secretary.
Barbara Hill, receptionist in OHR, was
promoted in July to secretary in Personnel
Services.
Michele Hundertmark, receptionist/
secretary in AFNS, is now secretary in the
Canadian Collaborative Projects Group.
Kathy Kealey, technical editor in Communications, began a one-year leave of
absence in April to work for ICRAF in Nairobi.
She will be the scientific/technical editorial
consultant in their Information and Communications Division.
Catherine Kelly, division analyst in the
Office of the Treasurer, is now treasury
analyst.
Hartmut Krugmann was promoted to
senior program officer in Social Sciences.
Cheryl Lafoley, secretary in AFNS, left
the Centre in August.
Jean Lalonde joined the Centre in
March as assistant to the coordinator, Catering and Staff Facilities, in Administration.
Alain Lamirande, MINISIS applications
analyst in Information Sciences, was promoted to coordinator —Regional Information Services.
Wendy Lampkie joined the Centre in
February as project analyst in Office of the
Treasurer. Before coming to IDRC she
worked as an office coordinator at Touche
Ross & Co. in Ottawa.
Diane Lapointe, secretary in AFNS on a
six-month secondment to the Office for
Human Resources, joined the division in
April as training coordinator.
Lucille Lapointe, input control clerk
in Office of the Treasurer, was promoted to
accounting control clerk in February.
Andree Larocque joined the Centre as
a translator/revisor in Communications.
Before coming to IDRC, she worked as a freelance translator with Translex in Ottawa.
Lyse Lavictoire, Conference services
coordinator, is now assistant director of the
AIDS conference unit.
Pierrette Legros, editorial assistant in
the Scientific Publishing unit of Communications, left IDRC in August. She had been
on maternity leave.
Judy Lewis, grant communications
clerk in OSGC, left the Centre in September.
Michael Loevinsohn, program officer
in AFNS, began a leave of absence in May to
join his wife who is an anthropologist working in Rwanda on a CIAT research project.
Chris MacCormac left AFNS-ASRO in
August after ten years association with its
Agricultural Economics Program. He is on
study leave at Carleton University and will

return to ASRO as deputy director in
September, 1989.
Norm MacDonald, associate director
in Internal Audit, was appointed Comptroller in the Office of the Treasurer in October.
Gordon MacNeil, deputy director of
Social Sciences, left the Centre in May to
become director of Finance and Administration at WARDA in Cote d'lvoire.
Nicholas Mateo, AFNS program officer
in LARO, has returned from study leave in
the Philippines and transferred to SARD to
become senior program officer in the AFNS
CAPS program.
Lucille Mercier joined the Centre in
August as secretary in AFNS.
Patricia McCarney joined IDRC in February as program officer in the Urban and
Regional Development Program in Social
Sciences. She was previously a consultant
with the United Nations Center for Human
Settlements, in Nairobi.
Bob McKercher, computer documentation specialist in Information Sciences,
moved to New Delhi in October where he
will be the MINISIS outreach officer.
Andrew McNaughton, program officer
in AFNS Cooperative Programs, moved to
New Delhi in August to become Fisheries
program officer.
Solange Michaud, secretary in the
Office for Human Resources, transferred to
the Office of the Treasurer in July.
Valerie Monkhouse joined the Library
as associate director, Library and Biblio
graphic Services in March. She was pre
viously director of Library Services for
National Museums of Canada.
Michel Morin, training officer in the
Office for Human Resources, began a study
leave in September to complete his Master's
degree in counselling at the University of
Ottawa.
Heather Nixon joined the Centre last
December as computer operator in EDP
Services.
Andres Perez, program officer with
Social Sciences, left the Centre in July to teach
political science at the University of Western
Ontario, in London.
Francine Picard was promoted to administrative secretary of the translation unit
in Communications.
Louise-Marie Pichette joined Health
Sciences in March as secretary.
Howard Powles, AFNS Fisheries program officer in WARO, has left the Centre.
Cathi Raymond-Martin, administrative officer in the Office for Planning and
Evaluation, left the Centre in May to move
with her family to Montreal.
Ray Robinson, division accountant-

general accounting in the Office of the
Treasurer, transferred in May to accountant—general management.
Gaby Robitaille, secretary/training
assistant for the Training Unit in the Office
for Human Resources, became recruitment
clerk in April.
Jean-Baptiste Rojas joined the Centre
in April as program officer with Building
Materials, Industry, and Technology, in the
Engineering and Earth Sciences Division. He
was previously an engineering consultant
in Montreal.
Sarwat Salem has joined the Centre as
the new regional controller in MERO. He
comes from the Canadian Commercial Corporation where he worked for seven years,
most recently as Group Leader-Special Projects, mainly doing financial analysis. He
holds a CGA and a graduate diploma in management from McGill University.
Lise Saksanguan has rejoined the
Centre as secretary in Social Sciences. She
had worked before in Health Sciences.
Marie Saumure joined IDRC in April as
translator/revisor in Communications.
Before coming to the Centre, she worked in
Ottawa at The House of Translation.
Marta Savigliano, the WID intern from
Argentina, has left the Centre to begin PhD
studies at the University of Hawaii.
Sheldon Shaeffer, associate director of
the former Education Program in Social
Sciences, is now associate director of the
newly formed Population, Education and
Society Program.
Jackson Shaw joined IDRC in March as
senior programmer/analyst in EDP Services.
He came to the Centre from the University
of Ottawa Computing Centre where he was
a systems analyst.
Stephen Simon, senior program officer
in Health Sciences, left the Centre in May.
Denis Sing, audio-visual coordinator
in Communications, left the Centre in July
to work at the. Department of National
Defence in Ottawa. He will be a procurement
and supplies trainee for eight months, and
then become a manager in a DND directorate.
Chris Smart, associate and deputy director of FAD, is now the deputy director of
Social Sciences.
William (Randy) Spence joined the
Centre in September as senior program
officer in Social Sciences.
Manon Therien, who had been
working in OSGC, joined Information
Sciences as secretary in April.
Liz Tillett, administrative assistant in
the WID unit in Social Sciences, left the Centre
in June to join her husband, Tony lillett,
who has been appointed executive director

of the Pearson Institute for International
Development at Dalhousie University.
Previously associate director of Social
Sciences, he had been on secondment to
CIDA for the past three years.
Sylvia Tobin, secretary in Communications, left the Centre in April to work
at a temporary personnel agency.
Edith Tremblay joined the Centre in
June as division accountant in the Office of
the Treasurer. Before coming to IDRC, she
worked at the Office of the Auditor General
in Ottawa.
Lise Vallee, previously secretary with
the Energy Research Group, is now secretary
to IDRC/CIDA liaison officer Marc Van
Ameringen, in the Executive Office.
Danielle Vinette, executive assistant
in the President's Office, was promoted to
secretariat officer in OSGC.
Joachim Voss joins IDRC in November
as senior program officer in Social Sciences.
Susan Warren joined the Centre in
February as coordinator, Catering and Staff
Facilities in Conference Services, Administration. Before coming to IDRC, she was
catering manager at the Talisman Motor
Hotel in Ottawa.
Ed Weber, BAIF field coordinator and
associate director, Post-Production Systems,
AFNS, moved to New Delhi in August.
Richard Young has moved from SARD
to Ottawa to head the new AFNS nutrition
program. Richard has spent the past five
years with IDRC'S Post Production Systems
Program in South Asia.
Marcel Zollinger, Working Groups'
consultant in the Coordinating Unit, vp
Resources, left the Centre in May.
O

COMINGS & GOINGS AT ASRO
by Vivien Chiam

S

omsak Boonyawiroj joined ASRO in
April as Social Sciences program
officer.
Cecilia Chung, secretary in ASRO for
five years, first in Health Sciences, then in
AFNS — Forestry, left in January to seek new
adventure in Australia. Good luck!
Dr H. Dean Nielsen left ASRO in January, after five years as regional program
officer in the Social Sciences Division, to
return to his hometown of New Jersey, USA,
to work for the Institute for International
Research. We miss him for his good humour
and wit.
Linda Wee, who has been secretary in
the AFNS Fisheries program since she joined
ASRO in 1980, recently swapped positions
with Penny Lee, secretary in Social Sciences.

CONGRATULATIONS
Both are busy learning about their respective new jobs.
We also welcome Jessie Ong, new FAD
secretary, to the ASRO family.
O
COMINGS AT WARO

by Moussa Drame

to us from the Small Rural Projects division
of the World Bank, where he was the head of
administrative and finance services. He has
also worked as the division head of ordering
at SODESP (1980-81), and head of accounting
services for a UNPD/World Bank/FAD/Kaffrine
reforestation project from 1981to 1984.Heis
36 years old and has a Master's degree in
Economics from the University of Bordeaux
(1979), and a 1977 certificate in Economics
with an option in business management, from
the University of Dakar. He is single, with
one child.
Catherine Odou joined WARD as a new
secretary in Information Sciences. She holds
a Baccalaureat Gl (Administrative techniques), a DEUG (English-Spanish), and BTS
trilingual secretary (French-English-Spanish).
She has worked on projects financed by international organizations, and has microcomputer experience. She is married and the
mother of three children.
M Mamadou Kandji is the new head of
the Project Operations Unit. He holds a
diploma from the Universite de Technologie
(1974) and a DEUG in Economics (1972). He
comes to us from ISRA where he was chief
accountant for almost seven years. At ISRA,
Kandji was responsible for an annual budget
of almost 8 million FCFA, and was the financial manager of externally funded projects
(BIRD, USAID, IDRC). He brings us a wealth of
experience in project management. Kandji is
married, and the father of five children.
I am sure that everyone joins me in welcoming them, and helping them as they start
work at WARD.

agatte Fabal is the new secretary
in Information Sciences. She comes
to us from UNESCO where she
worked from 1976 to 1986 as bilingual secretary in the Publications Unit. Before that,
she was the executive secretary to the American ambassador in 1975 and a secretary at
UNDP from 1973-75. More recently, she
started a small temporary secretary business.
Fabala has a Certificate of English from the
American Cultural Centre and a 1972
diploma in commercial studies. She is
GOINGS AT WARO
married and the mother of three children.
Pape Masseye Seye, Office Administrator.
Pape Seye is rejoining the company of professional expatriate internationalists, and will
work for IITA in Zaire, as a project administrator (USAID - Banque Mondiale). During
his time with the Centre, Pape Seye demonstrated a competence and mastery of the files,
which contributed greatly to restoring and
strengthening administrative efficiency at
BRACO. He had been asked to put in place
and direct the new Project Operations Unit,
which will soon be the "nerve centre" of the
Office. We wish him the best in his future
career.
Francis Childe, Program officer,
Communications. Franis arrived at BRACO
in June, 1985. He strengthened the division
program in the area of support for scientific
publishing and dissemination of research
„-.
results. He and his family profited greatly
Mame Birame Diouf is the new office
from the richness of African culture during
administrator, replacing Pape Seye. He comes
their time in Dakar.
O
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ylvain Dufour and his wife Huguette Trudel, on the March 10 birth
of their son Charles. Sylvain is a
program officer in Earth and Engineering
Sciences.
Salomon Fonseca, LARO driver, and his
wife Ingrid on the birth of Juan Manuel on
May 16.
Marthe Girouard, the new research
officer in the Office of the Vice-President,
Resources, and her husband Richard
Brouzes, whose daughter Zoe-Denise was
born on April 22.
Merlie Glover, secretary in Social
Sciences, and her husband David Glover,
associate director in Social Sciences, on the
birth of their daughter, Erica Lynn, on
March 31.
Rekha Kapur, secretary in AFNSForestry in SARD, and Mukesh Kapur, on
the birth of their second child — another
daughter.
Paul Lahey, computer operations coordinator in EDP Services, who married Debbie
Coderre on July 9.
Oswaldo Manrique, LARO project accountant assistant, and his wife Gladys on
the birth of Alma Natalia, their second
child, on March 12.
Norm Macdonald, associate director
in Internal Audit, and Janet Johnston,
whose daughter Alexa was born on April 6.
Hutoxi Noble, secretary in Health
Sciences, and her husband Doug on the
June 5 birth of Shareen.
Robert Ong, project accountant in ASRO
and his bride Catherine, who were married
on January 1, 1988 —a brand new start to
1988 and a life together!
Gaby Scheler, secretary in Communications, who married Richard Burpee on
July 23.
Evelyne (Tettiravou) Sharp, Frenchlanguage teacher in Human Resources, and
Don Sharp, associate director in Health
Sciences, who were married on March 19.
Three ASRO secretaries who were married last December: Goh Poh Choo (Information Sciences), Jeannie Char (AFNS), and
Veronica Ng (Social Sciences). Congratulations to all three couples!
O
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Jose Joaquin Brunner, a Chilean sociologist
and director of the Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales (FLACSO), recently
spent six months at the Centre as part of a
year-long research fellowship with FAD.
During this time he finished a book on human
resources development in Latin America —
what the needs are and where the training
gaps occur. Professor Brunner returned to
Santiago ivith his family in early August.
Before he left, he talked with ECHO Editor
Ania Wasileivski abouthisfamily's six months
in Canada.

"W

"ell, it was our first experience with a northern type
of winter. We all enjoyed it
very much. I don't know if it's because we
knew we only had to face it once and there
were so many things to do. In Santiago, it's
very rainy and cold and you can't play outside. This idea that you could play outside
in the winter was very fascinating for my
kids."
Professor Brunner and his family lived
in the Civic Hospital area and his children,
Josefa, ISJeronimo, 10, and Sofia, 5, went to
Nepean High School and Connaught Elementary School. They found the city "good
to live in, very manageable and so much
easier than Santiago". They were amazed
that the schools were so close to their home
and that a school bus would come by to
pick up the children in the mornings. "In
Santiago either we take them to school and
it's a long half-hour drive or we pay for a
private bus to come and this bus has to come
one to two hours before school starts if the
children are to make it on time." He and his
wife Monica, a psychologist with PriceWaterhouse, "appreciated all the services
here which made life very easy".
"The most important difference however was that there was no such tension in
Ottawa as there was in Santiago. Politics is
so far apart from daily life here, it's more
news about politics than about demonstrations and uprisings. Chile is the other
extreme — you live in a very active, political
arena. Children are very well aware of what
is happening—for example you hear fiveyear olds saying 'I've heard Pinochet (Chilean military ruler) kills people — is that true?'
They hear it from other people and from our
friends. It's a very, very big difference, this

early awareness of politics. Our oldest
daughter noticed it too — she said 'At school
people don't discuss much about politics and
yet in our high-school we do'." In Santiago,
Professor Brunner's children attend a Catholic school. Church or private schools are
more open and more independent vis-a-vis
the government than state schools, says
Professor Brunner.
When the Brunner family arrived in
Canada, the two older children read English
but couldn't speak very well and the youngest, Sofia, "didn't know a word". "She was
very silent for four months," says Brunner.
"But now she talks only in English and
dreams in English too."
"The kids have enjoyed the six months
very much. Jeronimo keeps talking about
developed countries and less-developed
countries. We went to New York with them
and now they have a broader view of what
their own cou'ntry is and how it differs from
other countries and what the problems are.
It was a very new experience for them to see
people coming from different parts of the
world, from Asia and Africa. Jeronimo keeps
mentioning the different countries his
friends come from and the diversity of people
here in Canada. He now knows a few word
in Chinese and Vietnamese."
During their stay here, Professor
Brunner's wife, Monica, visited PriceWaterhouse in Toronto and Montreal, and
took a course at the University of Ottawa on
Human Resources Administration.
The family enjoyed "going out to the
lakes and beaches inside the city" and "travelled quite a bit around Ottawa".
The week before he left, Professor
Brunner finished writing his book and is

now waiting for the Peer Review process to
end, after which the book will be printed in
Santiago as a joint IDRC/FLACSO edition.
He appreciated the time he had here to
read and write. "In Santiago I feel under very
heavy and intense pressure all the time.
FLACSO is an independent centre which lives
absolutely from external funding. Therefore,
institutional management is very complicated and researchers must be involved in
administration as well." He said he enjoyed
being able to spend time thinking without
the telephone constantly interrupting. When
he returns to FLACSO next April he will
become the Academic Coordinator responsible for linking researchers, students and
projects. FLACSO has about 35 researchers
and 15 administrative staff doing research
in four major areas: political studies; international relations; education and culture;
and social movements. Brunner joined
FLACSO in 1973 after being expelled from
the Catholic University of Santiago when
General Pinochet overthrew the democratically-elected government of. Salvador
Allende.
As a recipient of IDRC project funds, Professor Brunner was familiar with IDRC from
the outside but not from the inside. "You
only see the institution through the program
officer that visits your country, he is IDRC for
you. When you come to Ottawa and see this
huge building then you get a real idea of the
complexity of such a huge institution and
the different opinions and views within it.
The most important part of my experience
was to see that people were interested in
policy at IDRC and talked about how much
and through which means they should
look at research results, and how to build
a knowledge base for the institution."
He also noted "how difficult it must be
for people working in Ottawa to keep track
of what is happening in the different countries when they work." He said: "I felt
distanced from my own institution and wondering what was happening there on a dayto-day basis. It's a difficult task when you
only travel to the project two to three times a
year. From the other side (the project side)
we didn't understand this. Sometimes we
were displeased with the judgment the program officer made and we said 'Oh, he didn't
really understand.' Now, I feel some empathy
for my colleagues here and how difficult it is
to make judgments on institutions."
O

Structural Adjustments in Social Sciences
by Brenda Wilson
he Social Sciences Division is now
organized into three new integrated
programs (which account for 80%
of the Division's program activities), two
Centre-wide Units and one experimental
program:
Economic Policy Program (EPP) supports
research in macroeconomic management
and finance; trade, foreign investment and
industrial policies; restructuring and employment; and commodities, marketing and
pricing policies. It will also provide an economic analysis service to other programs in
the Centre.
Population, Education and Society Program (PESP) funds research in the areas of
education and population dynamics and includes support for work in health education,
family planning, child survival and develop-
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ment, the transition of adolescents from
school to work, and indigenous knowledge
and community participation.
Regional Development Program (RDP)
funds research on shelter and service delivery, urban management, rural development
and regional planning.
Women in Development (WID) is a resource group for all of IDRC, sharing information and advice on issues related to the
integration of women into development. The
Unit also develops and administers research
projects in the areas of women in industry,
women in the informal sector, women in
agricultural production, and the social participation of women.
Environment and Natural Resource
Management Unit, although based in Social
Sciences, has a mandate to serve the Centre
and examine loss of agricultural land, energy

efficiency improvements and fuel supplies,
as well as land management, the economics
of environmental protection, how to incorporate environmental consideration into
project design and national planning, and
ways to limit resource depletion and environmental degradation.
Public Policy and Participation (PPP) is
an experimental activity devoted to analyzing the political and bureaucratic factors
which influence public policies in order to
increase the participation of disadvantaged
sectors of developing countries in formulating policies which lead to sustainable and
equitable economic growth.
O
Brenda Wilson is research assistant to the
director in Social Sciences.

ERO Upfront
by Nirvana Fahmy
n February, MERO was in the limelight
of Centre activities. Two important
meetings took place during that
month—the CAPS meeting in which 16 program staff came to Cairo to meet in the historic Mena House Hotel overlooking the
Great Pyramids of Giza, and the Regional
Controllers' meeting. The Regional Controllers chose Cairo for their meeting for the
first time, and, I am sure, were not sorry for
their choice. MERO staff found themselves
busy preparing for two meetings at the same
time. Kishk told his guests jokingly: "We feel
like a small band of musicians who seldom
get invited to perform and suddenly, are invited to perform in two parties at the same
time"! (An Egyptian proverb.)
Although it was a busy time, the staff
loved it and they were happy to see MERO on
the IDRC map. We made sure the participants
had time for IDRC discussion in the free time
they had between visits to the Pyramids,
Citadel, and of course, the Egyptian
Museum. We also made sure IDRC staff put
their money where their mouths are in helping Egypt's development, by shopping in the
Khan. As Ray Audet said: "We would not be
surprised to see a small jump in Egypt's GNP
during the month of February, when IDRC
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Sarwat Salem, the new regional controller in MERO.

staff did their shopping".
Joking aside, the meetings were a success. A lot of issues were discussed and settled, and a focus on MERO'S program needs
was maintained throughout. Hopefully, this

will be reflected in divisional activities in
the region next year.
O
Nirvana Fahmy was the program assistant in
MERO until May of this year.

Watery
by Goh Ai-Ling
ee Kam-Wing, Health Sciences representative in ASRO, was IDRC'S
standard bearer at the International
Conference On Water Management for Developing Countries, held at Singapore's Hyatt
Hotel last December 8 to 10. He presented a
paper entitled, "Status Report on the Water
and Sanitation Sector of IDRC".
Adding a visual impact to the conference was the International Exhibition on
Water Technology. Both the conference and
the exhibition were organized by the National University of Singapore, Nanyang
Technological Institute, and Interfama Trade
Fairs. Sponsorship came from UNDP, UNEP,
the World Bank, WHO, and IDRC. Lee KamWing was a member of the conference's
Advisory Committee.
Scientists, engineers, environmental and
health officials, and manufacturers from
Asia, Australia, Europe and USA attended the
conference. The exhibition provided a stage
for one of IDRC'S success stories, the UNMADE
Handpump, to make its three-dimensional
debut in Singapore. The handpump project
in Malaysia sent a model from Kuala Lumpur
to Singapore for the exhibition. "Mr Handpump", Professor Goh Sing-Yau, was unable
to come, so he sent his engineer and able
lieutenant, Mr Ng Wah-Lok, to install the
pump and demonstrate its utility at the
booth. Both Mr Ng and the pump rose to the
occasion admirably.
The pump was set up as a working
model; water flowed out of the spout when
the handle was moved up and down. The
water was stored out of sight, beneath the
wooden plinth on which the handpump
stood. The pump was the piece de resistance
of the IDRC booth. It attracted the attention
of both the professionally interested and the
idly curious. (Several parties from Indonesia
indicated an interest in being involved in
the commercial manufacture of the UNIMADE
pump.) Many visitors enjoyed having a go
at the pump and seeing water actually spouting out.
Why, the pump even caught the attention of the Minister for the Environment, Dr
Ahmad Mattar, who officiated at the opening of the Conference and Exhibition. Dr
Mattar was interested enough to work the
pump; as he did so, press and television
cameramen charged into our booth and
almost trampled those of us on duty there.
Well, it was a good photo opportunity and
they were quick on the mark! Lee Kam-Wing
greeted Dr Mattar at the stall and both were
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The IDRC pump makes it debut. Lee Kam-Wing (right) presenting it to the Minister for
the Environment, Dr Ahmad Mattar (left).

Ng Wah-Lok (left) demystifying the intricacies of the pump to Madavan (centre) and
Gordon (right).

Beneath the pump, what subterranean treasures?

later seen on television during the evening
news program, chatting away convincingly.
The pump also made it to the small screen,
dutifully spouting water for the cameras.
Over 26 exhibitors from 11 countries
"showed their stuff. At IDRC'S booth, two
IDRC films on water and sanitation, "Prescription for Health" and "A Handle on
Health", were shown on television. Eight
monographs on the subject were displayed;
copies were given to visitors from non-profitmaking institutions, but sold to those from
the commercial sector. Also on display were

some general publications to promote an
awareness of IDRC.
In view of the success of this conference,
the organizers have plans to hold another,
tentatively scheduled for November 1989.
And now, writ in dust (never etched in
stone), are the names of helpers who made
the IDRC booth possible. Chin Saik-Yoon
(Communications Division) provided the
concept and the blueprint, and the expert
"eye". The desk work and running around
were coordinated by Lilian Koyanagi (Communications Division), Goh Lay-Chin

(Health Sciences) and myself. Muscle power
in man-sized Lego work involved the sweat
and more sweat of Madavan Veerasamy,
Gordon Lau and Saad Abdul Aziz (Administrative Services). Our Regional Director, Dr
Jingjai Hanchanlash, loosened his official
purse-strings to provide the funds. Kam
Wing, now you know a little help from your
friends can go quite a long way!
O

Question:
Stephen:

"What kept you going?"
"Dr Jingjai's encouragement
and interest. He sees the importance of this annual activity in
fostering goodwill among the
staff. I feel that he too deserves
this award."

Stephen:

Question:

"In your 13'/2 years here, I've
never known you to be unpleasant or unhelpful. What makes
you so nice?"

Goh Ai-Ling is the program assistant in
ASRO's Health Sciences division.

The White
Knight of
ASRO
by Goh Ai-Ling

W

hat must a person be or do, to
be widely liked by his colleagues? It seems such a tall order
to fill, but here in ASRO, we do have someone
who fits that bill. We present. . . .Mr Stephen
Tham Kok-Meng, library technician, who
received a Presidential Citation for "promoting sports and camaraderie" here.
What is he like, this social lubricant?
Well, for a start, the handle "Mr Nice" fits no
other better than him. It is commonly acknowledged here that Stephen's heart overfloweth with the milk of human kindness,
enough to run the cows out of business.
Then his warmth and friendliness. . . they
are a constant reading on his personal barometer. Rarely out of humour with himself or
with the world at large, he is usually the
source of inter-divisional mirth with his irrepressible sense of the irreverent and the ridiculous. As if this wasn't enough, he is also
generous and obliging, to a fault, mind you.
Over to "Mr Nice" himself.
Question:
Stephen:

"Stephen, how do you feel
about winning this Award?"
"I was quite surprised. But I'm
honoured. I presume I won
partly because I've been organizing the ping-pong tournaments in ASRO, on and off, since
1978."

"It's part of my nature. It is also
a reaction to the nice colleagues here who make office
life a pleasure. I'm glad to have
Question: "Stephen, how do you feel about
winning this Award?"
Stephen: "I was quite surprised. But I'm
honoured. I presume I won partly
because I've been organizing the
ping-pong tournaments in ASRO,
on and off, since 1978."
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KIDS KLUB OPENS IN NAIROBI

The Nairobi chapter of the Children
in Development Club opened on
March 20th. Top left: Mr. Head and
James Wagura, finance manager in
EARO greet Douglas Ndonga and
Eric Karuno (far left)..Above:
A magician entertains the EARO
Kids Klub.

Changes at SARO
by Sujata Pradhan
s SARD gets ready to welcome new
program staff, Ed Weber, Andrew
McNaughton and Larry Gelmon, we
are in the midst of remodelling and relocating.
The "library" which so far was housed
in a room shared with the MICOM, MODEM,
computers, lunch tables and the SARD safe,
has been relocated to the first floor above
the garage and is slowly getting organised.
I, as the Coordinator Library/Communications, have also moved from the corridor on
the first floor in the main building, to the
library area.
The old library area will eventually be
converted into offices for TO staff. The computers and related equipment will be moved
to what was once the kitchen, the kitchen
has been shifted to a little cubby-hole and
the lunch room will soon be merely a pleasant memory.
The conference room has also been reduced in size — a tight squeeze now when all
SARD staff meet—to allow for a passageway
to the verandah, part of which has been
enclosed as office space for Mr. Pande's executive assistant, Tutu Thukral.
More changes are in the offing and we
will keep you informed.
Q

A

IDRC publications travel far and wide—here they are at a book fair in New Delhi!

Working
Groups
At WARO
by Moussa Drame
"hat time are we meeting?"
"Moussa, is the library
free? . . . Our Group has to
present a progress report." "Will your Group's
final report be ready before the staff meeting?" These are some of the questions we've
been hearing over the past four months at
WARO. Since the Working Groups
started, our office has reached recordhigh energy levels-you'd think we were
in a bee hive! It's time to introduce you to
the different Working Groups, their
members and their mandates. %
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Moussa Drame is the librarian at WARO. He
is also our regional correspondent and was
featured in ECHO 516.

Working Group On Reorganization
This Working Group has finished its work
and submitted its report to Pierre Sane. The
report was discussed and amended at the
annual meeting of professionals (5-8 April
1988), then discussed and approved at the
staff meeting (21-22 April 1988).
The Group's mandate was to:
O examine the proposal prepared by Pape
Seye, " A Centralised Structure for Project
Management at WARO", and make preliminary recommendations on the general
organization of the Centralised Project
Management unit;
O elaborate on the terms of reference for the
unit, job descriptions of its members, and
the procedures manual;
O propose a schedule for projects transfer.
The members of the Working Group
were Howard Powles, Michael Bassey Cecile
de Sweemer, Pape Seye, Yeya Kane, Rosemarie Erambert, Babacar Gueye, Fatmata
Thiaw, Diatou Faye, Elizabeth Turpin.
Working Group on Computerization
The Working Group was created to:
O define a methodological approach to the
problems involved in introducing microcomputers to WARO;
O conceptualize and define its teaching in
order to ease this introduction;
O evaluate the equipment and human resources needed to promote and fully
master the use of computers.
The Group was greatly helped by the
enthusiasm shown by staff. WARO now has
an efficient tool to improve working conditions by:
O automation of repetitive tasks;
O keeping track of as much data as possible
that will be used by all of the staff;
O creating bibliographic data bases.
"Gone now are the redundancies, the overlapping tasks, the loss of time and
. . . money," said Gilbert N'diaye, who is a
member of the Working Group along with
Marie Fal N'Diaye, Pape Dia, and Carole
Niasse.
Working Group On The Search
For A New Building
For the past three years, WARO has been
looking at the possibility of a new, more
functional location to house the Regional
Office. Unfortunately, this task proved fruitless because there was no systematic
follow-up and there was a lack of in-depth
knowledge about the Dakar real estate
market. The result is that WARO remains in
its present location through necessity, not
choice.
The Regional Director re-started the

search for a new home for three reasons:
O increasing staff/cramped quarters;
O frequent breakdown of electricity telex,
and telephone in the district of the present
office —the computerization of WARO
forces us to fix this situation soon;
O the office leases come to term in September
and November of 1988 for the central
building and the annex, respectively.
All these factors led the Regional Director to establish a Working Group whose
mandate was to propose a number of solutions to our location problems. After talking
with staff to determine their needs, the
Working Group settled down to a systematic
visit of proposed sites, meetings with the
owners, real estate agents, and architects.
The Working Group has tabled its preliminary report with the Regional Director,
who proposes to have an architect continue
the work of:
O evaluating the suggestions in terms of cost
and time;
O examining suggested locations.
The final decision will be taken by
Ottawa during FY 1988-89. The Working
Group was made up of Alioune Camara,
Carole Niasse, Yeya Kane, Fatou Marie
Diagne, and Moussa Drame.
Working Group On ECHO-BRACO
Following the recommendation of the Centre
Working Group on Communications, a
Working Group has been established at
WARO to support the coordination, production, and distribution of a local version of
Echogramme. Called ECHO-BRACO, we
hope it will be a useful tool to exchange
information among employees and between
staff and management.
The Working group is made up of
Moussa Drame, Teneba Badiane, Rosemarie
Erambert, and Josephine N'Diaye.
Working Group on Training
This group's mandate is to define a training
policy for WARO administrative staff. The
Group had its first meeting with Regional
Director Pierre Sane, and Suzanne Taschereau from OHR while she was visiting Dakar
in April, but has not yet begun its activities.
The Working Group is made up of Fatmata Thiaw, Fatou Kebe, Penda Gueye, Felicite Akue.
Working Group on Pay and Benefits
This Working Group was created at the staff
meeting, and is made up of Mame Biram
Diouf, Aissatou Diouf, and Amy Sy Barboza.
Its tasks are to identify the concerns of staff,
and make recommendations to regional
senior management.
O
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LARO'S strategy for surviving staff meetings
At the LARO staff meeting held April 13th to 15th there was much lively and serious discussion about topics such as: LARO's input into the Centre's planning process;
Research on the Humid Tropics development thrust; Nutrition in Central America development thrust; Utilization of research results and marketing of technology and The
Implications of Decentralization for LARO.
LARO staff worked hard, talked a lot, had millions of meetings, but they also had a few parties and lots of laughter!
Above: "Angela's Team"-Angela Palacio, now assistant comptroller, regional offices spent nine months in LARO as acting regional controller while LARO searched for
Alejandro Rebolledo, hiding out in Costa Rica. (Not that he had been hired yet!) The night before Angela's departure, LARO held a good-bye party to wish her a happy return
to Ottawa. From left to right: Mercedes de Moore, accounts payable supervisor; Freddy Ovalle, project accountant; Fanny Espinel, financial accountant; Miguel Angel Gomez,
driver; Clara Ines Silva, filing clerk; Gonzalo Lopez, administrative officer; Angela Palacio; Adelaida Bohigas, secretary to regional comptroller; Salomon Fonseca, driver,
and Oswaldo Manrique, assistant program accountant.
Right: Mercedes de Moore, accounts payable supervisor; Finn Damtoft, IS program officer and Clara Ines Silva, filing clerk. Clara is in charge of the telex and E-mail and
knows almost everything that's going on at LARO!
Left: In the center, Roberto Berdugo, information assistant, who explains Latin American politics and says "I've been with IDRC for 14 years now! I should be President!".
From left to right: Marcela, a temporary secretary at LARO, Gladys Torres, Library secretary; Roberto; Maria Cristina Osorio, Communications secretary; and Gloria Amaya,
Administrative secretary.

Maria Mercedes Carrasquila, secretary in
Social Sciences and Hernan Jaramillo,
research assistant.

Gladys de Galvis, library secretary; Guillermo Isaza, librarian;
Freddy Ovalle, project accountant; and Martha Susana
Rodriquez, receptionist.

Silvio Gomez, HS representative; Nohora Olaya,
FAD program assistant; and Margarita Scioville,
IS secretary.

f)

Derek Webb, AFNS associate directorforestry and Ana Maria Salazar, secretary
in post-production systems.

LARO program staff with visitors from Ottawa at the annual staff
meeting. From left to right, first row: Finn Damtoft, IS; Anne
Whyte, director of Social Sciences division from Ottawa; Freddy
Ovalle, project accountant; Stella de Feferbaum, COMM; German
Escobar, AFNS-AE. Second row: Guillermo Thornberry, deputydirector; Gonzalo Lopez, administrative officer; Alejandro
Rebolledo, regional comptroller; Hernan Jaramillo, research
assistant; Mario Torres, SS; Hugo Li-Pun, AFNS-CAPS; Greg
Spendjian, AFNS deputy-director from Ottawa; Silvio Gomez, HS;
Roberto Berdugo, information assistant; Fernando Chaparro,
regional director; Benjamin Alavarez, FAD; Derek Webb, AFNS
associate director-forestry; Ramon Buzeta, AFNS-fisheries; and
Robert Rowe, EES.
it's all in a day's work!—Miguel Angel
Gomez, one of LARO's drivers.
The new LARO-based program office:
from EES, Danilo Anton, with Robert
Rowe, EES, returning to Ottawa from
Bogota in January.

Martha Susana Rodriquez, LARO's
receptionist and the person who first
answers your calls when you telephone
Bogota.
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The Lady or the Jaguar?
by Jennifer Hicks
"There was a young girl ofNic'rauga
Who smiled as she rode on a jaguar.
They returned from the ride
With the young girl inside
And the smile on the face of the jaguar1.'

T

his limerick begins The JaguarSmile:
A Nicaraguan Journey by Salman
Rushdie, an Indian-born writer who
has lived in Pakistan and now lives in Britain.
The book is the result of a three-week trip he
made to Nicaragua in July 1986. It is nonfiction, unlike his previous works which are
fantastical novels usually set in India or
Pakistan. It's a long way from there to Managua; turning to the first page, one wonders
how he got there.
Rushdie was a long-time supporter of
the FSLN (the present government, which
toppled the u.s.-backed Somoza regime in
1979). The trip gave him a chance to observe
the government up close, and he worried
about what he might find. Many revolutions
have begun with the best of intentions but
been swept away by their own power. Wherever he went, Rushdie looked for signs of
the government's intentions and the people's
reactions.
The title of the book and the limerick it
is taken from reflect the uncertainty he felt.
Was the Sandinista government the young
girl about to be swallowed by a jaguar, or
was it the one trying to swallow Nicaragua?
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power by other governments, and revealed
a blindness, almost a naivete, in Nicaragua's
leaders. It is one of the few negative
comments he makes about the country.
His picture of Nicaragua is romantic.
He sees a people holding out against an
American giant, driven by their hope for the
future and by their memory of the past.
Rushdie is fascinated by how the past and
future can run alongside the present—an
important element in his novels —and suggests that this is especially significant in
Nicaragua, where a martyr culture has
grown around the victims from the decades
of opposition to the Somoza regime. "In
order to understand its living," he says, "you
have to know Nicaragua's dead." The ghosts
of the dead live on in their descendants'
memories and direct their actions.
The strongest, and darkest part of
Rushdie's picture is the United States. Both
Coke bottles and Contra roadmines are
reminders of American influence and interference in Nicaragua. The United States casts
a shadow over all new plans and projects.
Almost everyone Rushdie met believed that
a full-scale invasion of Nicaragua was
inevitable.
"The Nicaraguan Journey" of the title
refers partly to Rushdie's own journey — his
travels and the development of-his attitude
towards the government—but mainly to the
journey of the country itself. Rushdie sees
the revolution as a coming home after years
of exodus. Through it, he suggests, Nicaraguans have reclaimed their country as their
home.
He has a sharp eye for the ironic and
the ridiculous, and often catches a detail or
makes a comparison that tips his description
onto its edge, giving us a fresh, new view.
His Nicaragua has a depth and sense of
"realness" we don't find in the usual
newspaper stories.
In the end, Rushdie decides he can trust
the government — it is not the jaguar about
to eat Nicaragua (oops, I gave the ending
away). His support is more intuitive than
objective. Most of his observations are personal in this way, drawing as much from his
own past experiences in India and Pakistan
as from what he saw in Nicaragua. But it is
this involvement between author and subject that brings the book alive and makes it
relevant to the reader. Behind Rushdie's
question of whether or not the revolution
has gone wrong is our question of why it is
so important to him, and whether it should
be to us.
O

BBBD1 \s journe
period in Nicaragua's history. The American
Congress had just approved a $100 million
grant to the Contras while the International
Court of Justice had ruled such aid to be
illegal. The Nicaraguan government itself
was under widespread criticism for shutting
down the right-wing newspaper La Prensa.
In addition, the economy was suffering from
a huge trade and budget deficit, inflation
was running at about 500% and food shortages threatened the cities. Nobody was sure
how the country would emerge from the
crises facing it; Rushdie sees it as a period
"when all the possible futures, were still (just)
in the balance".
The Jaguar Smile: A Nicaraguan Journey
is a "snapshot" of this balancing act, a description of what Rushdie saw and the people
he met that July. It is made up of a series of
personal impressions pulled together by
Rushdie's own questions about the revolution and the future of the country. Through
stories and conversations, he creates a picture of where Nicaragua was at that moment
and where it might be heading (a sort of a
Day in the Life of Nicaragua, without
photos).
Reading The Jaguar Smile is like listening in on the next-door table in a cafe —
you never know what you're going to hear
and it's always interesting. Rushdie talks to
a vast range of people about an enormous
number of subjects. Farmers, mechanics,
nuns, priests, grocers, aid workers, a taxidriver, a mid-wife, and too many poets to
count, all give their views on life before and
after the revolution. We learn about traffic
lights in Mariagua, getting the car fixed on
the black market, and President Daniel
Ortega's glasses, as well as torture, liberation
theology, and life as a guerilla.
Rushdie meets President Ortega and the
Minister of Culture Ernesto Cardenal, as well
as Serge Ramirez, the Foreign Minister. They
discuss their experiences as rebels-turnedleaders. They speak cautiously, but give a
sense of what they have been through, as
well as where they see the country going.
Rushdie describes some of the successes
of the new government, such as the effort to
develop a real grass-roots involvement in
politics and the economy. He also touches
on mistakes, such as the resettlement policy
for native Indians, and the government's use
of censorship. Censorship frightened Rushdie more than anything else he saw in Nicaragua. It reminded him of the abuse of

Jennifer Hicks is the editorial assistant for
ECHO and ECHOGRAMME.
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uring the month of October IDRC
hosted an exhibit of children's
drawings from refugee camps in
Central America. Collected by Linda Dale,
with funding from Interpares and cuso (two
Canadian non-governmental organizations),
the 68 drawings show us what war means to
children. They illustrate life in Guatemalan
and Salvadorean villages before and during
civil war; flight to a safer place; and life in
refugee camps in Costa Rica, Honduras and
Mexico. Over the past three years Ms Dale
has gathered over 1 000 drawings — some of
them from her own visits to the camps. She
remembers how some children folded their
drawing paper over and over into tiny
squares before actually starting to draw, they
weren't used to having so much paper!
Some of the drawings have short texts
written by the children explaining what they
have drawn. Here are a few excerpts:
"My house is surrounded by trees and
birds. And the two planes are bombing the
village where we lived. There are four soldiers going into the garden, looking at the
fruit, going around with machine guns in
their hands, destroying the corn. Two bombs
uprooted the trees and flattened all the fruit.
Trucks filled with soldiers arrived and the
soldiers paraded around the streets of our
village. And we had no food because they

Disrupted Lives
came back so many times." —Luisa del
Carmen, age 12, a Guatemalan refugee living
in Costa Rica.
"Here is an airplane that went along
killing people. They killed my parents, two
cousins and a lot of people. The soldiers
brought them into the mountains so we
could not find them. They hanged my
mother. The plane lit a fire on the houses
and those of us walking were burned. So we
ran away so they couldn't kill us. They
burned my father and they threw my one
year old brother in the river. They burned
the cornfields so we wouldn't be able to eat.
We came to the refugee camp so we could
stay alive." — Oscar, age 12, a Salvadorean
refugee living in Honduras.
"We left the house because they burned
it. And they killed my grandparents on me
and we couldn't do anything because if we
did they would have killed the whole family.
They were chasing us. Life was difficult. A
bomb killed more than 3 people. The soldiers
and the police raped 12 year old girls whenever they felt like it. Life was hard for us

because we were poor. They killed my
mother and threw my one month old
brother in the river. Before they killed my
mother, they raped her and chopped her
breasts. In front of me and my brothers they
killed our animals. They threw a bomb at
the house, killing all the animals." —Mirian,
age 12, displaced person in El Salvador.
"The armed forces are killing the people.
They killed my father and brother. They are
dead. We fled to the mountains. We left because they arrived at our village at night to
kill us. How did we live? Scared. We didn't
sleep in our houses, we slept in the mountains. How do we live here? Not good, not
bad. I am happy that I am studying first grade
but I am very sad to have lost my father and
my brother because they killed them." —
Adela Sanchez, age 10, a Salvadorean refugee
living in Honduras.
Canada's National Film Board has produced a 10-minute video of the children's
drawings. The Centre has a copy. If you
would like to borrow it, please contact Ania
Wasilewski at ECHO.
O

Carte
Blanche
T
by Jennifer Hicks

he mailroom swept the Spring Walkathon awards this year — messengers
Mark Hockley and Blanche Giroux
each won prizes for being the top scorers on
the highest scoring floor. For Blanche, winning the competition was just the icing on
the cake —more important was the fact that
she was even here.
Blanche came to IDRC through the 'supported work program' of ARC Employment
Services of the Ottawa and District Association for the Mentally Retarded. She used to
work at IDRC'S Russell Road warehouse,
which distributed IDRC publications. When
it closed in 1987, she returned to the ARC
Industries in-house programme on Holland
Avenue. She always hoped to come back to
the Centre — especially after she saw construction begin on the new building. "Everyday I hoped to get the chance to work here
. . . I got my wish!" Blanche has been working
at the Centre as a messenger since January.
ARC'S supported work program, funded
by the provincial government, provides job
placement and training for the mentally

DEAR
RESEARCHER

DEAR RESEARCHER is a regular column that
presents a fictional correspondence between
the Centre's professional staff and our recipients.

Dear Researcher,
We received your most recent letter and
telex informing us of the many difficulties
you are facing with the project. We know
that the first payment arrived ten months
after the project was approved when two
members of your team had retired of old
age, and the other two, tired of waiting, had
decided to become farmers. Now, the problems that you describe in your letter are more
serious.

retarded with a teacher on a one-to-one basis.
Blanche's 'job coach', Julie Leonard, worked
alongside her at the Centre while she learned
the job. Julie developed a number of learning
aids, such as a number system to help
Blanche recognise all the names of IDRC staff.
She stayed at the Centre for three months,
until Blanche could handle the work on her
own.
This new approach to job training is relatively new—ARC has been using it for only
two years. It replaces the in-house classroom
systemofteachinggeneraljobskillstogroups
of about 15 people, and then helping them
find a job.
The one-on-one metnoa is more expensive in the beginning, but its success rate to
Unfortunately, there is very little we can
do to help regarding the crisis that you and
the members of your new team are going
through. You have indeed an emergency. We
are sorry that the first time you called our
Emergency Hot Line, the telephone was busy.
You are right jhat our HELP line is to provide
a quick source of assistance in emergency
situations. However, this new wonder of
technology is only for program officers. The
idea is that when program staff travel and
face an emergency far away in a rural area
miles away from a telephone, or are trapped
in the middle of a military take-over when
all communications are cut, or are waiting
on a rooftop to be rescued from a flood, or
are laying in a hospital delirious with malaria, they can use the cellular phone or their
walkie-talkie and call our Security and Emergency Planning Team, or SEPT for short, here
in Ottawa.
As you must realize, we pay full attention to small details. The HELP line in Ottawa
works on a 24-hour, seven-day-per-week
basis. It has been extremely effective when
our program staff go to conferences in
Toronto and get lost in the big city, and even

date of 85-90% (compared with the in-house
system's 50%), should outweigh the short
term costs. Each successful placement means
the person can become self-sufficient, instead
of relying on government allowances. The
non-monetary gains, such as the self-esteem
one gains from holding a job, are even greater.
Charlie Jahn, manager of Office Services,
has been pleased with the arrangement. He
feels it benefits everyone involved, as well as
providing IDRC with the opportunity to take
an active role in integrating the handicapped
of our community into the regular work force.
The program's success comes from letting the students learn work and social skills
in the actual environment where they will be
using them. Even more important, the students are not left on their own once the job
begins. The coach keeps in touch to help with
any problems, at home or at work, that might
affect the job. Julie talks to Blanche, her supervisor John Fling, and Charlie, about once a
week to see how things are going.
The only thing that really worries
Blanche is that she might run into somebody
with the mailcart, as she has to move fast to
finish her run in time. "I'm afraid to hit someone with the truck—I would feel really bad."
Apart from that, Blanche enjoys her job
as much as she had hoped. "Everybody's
really nice. . .1 really like my job, and I
want to learn more stuff. . . I don't think anything could make me happier (than) to work
here."
O
sometimes when they have difficulties with
rude taxi drivers and not very cooperative
flight attendants, while travelling across
Canada.
Unfortunately, again, the second time
you phoned our HELP line was free but our
SEPT team was busy. It was on maneuvers in
Gatineau Park, with full emergency gear and
camouflage. We are sure you understand
that it needs to keep in shape planning emergencies. When it is not in the field, it sits
around an emergency table with a map of
the developing world and little figures of
program officers. To give you an idea, it is
like the High Command Planning Rooms in
war movies.
It is true, as you point out, that this new
feature does not help you directly. But think,
what would become of the developing world
without our program staff? Together with
the population and arable land clock, it keeps
us ready to act and on the cutting edge of
development.
Sincerely,
A Program Officer

"I'd rather be

"In Exuma, the Bahamas—a family's dream life!"
—Catherine Reynolds (OHR), son Phillipe, and husband Greg,
in the summer of 1986.

"In Jamaica I discover my true calling—beachbumdom!"
—Fran Raines, EDP, with from left to right, nephew
Stephen, son Erik and niece Lisa, 1983.

"Somewhere in Southern Spain, between the Portugese
border and Seville, near winding roads and olive groves,
at an unknown castle-i.e. one not in the Michelin guide!"
-Brenda Wilson, Social Sciences, May 1987.
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U TRAVELLER'S TALES

First
Impressions
of China
by Robert Ong
hat is it like to be a Chinese in
mainland China? Well, the language is somewhat different to
what I am used to — for example, the word
used for mini buses is "mian bao che" which
literally means "bread car" or "van which
looks like a loaf of bread". I found this rather
interesting and I soon learned to say things
the "Chinese" way. Furthermore, the Chinese
spoke with a rather different accent, particularly those from Beijing.
"What are your impressions of China?",
many people asked me when I returned
home to Singapore. "Well, the country's
rather backward," I replied. Although it was
not my first visit to China (I visited Quangzhou in 1986), there were certain scenes
which I found impressive. For instance, I was
awed by the number of bicycles. Just imagine
if each person drove a car instead! What
were my impressions? Lifts (or elevators)
operate at certain hours in some buildings.
People seem to spit a lot! It is a smoker's
paradise, quite a contrast to the smoke free
Singapore we are aiming at. Then there were
countless "Kan Beis" which are Chinese banquets with an average of 14 dishes. (I think I
had my fill of Beijing duck, turtle soup, quails
etc.). Strawberries, honeymoon couples (the
brides usually wore red), long queues at airport taxi stands, plane delays e t c . . . the list
goes on.
I had the opportunity of climbing the
Great Wall. There is a Chinese saying: "bu
dao cang cheng gei hao ban" which means
that "if you did not climb the Great Wall
then you are not a real person". I think one
little old lady took the saying literally as she
was seen scaling the steep steps to the outermost parts of the Great Wall. She had bound
feet (about five inches) and must have been
at least 80 years old. However, with true grit,
she climbed the walls putting to shame many
younger people who did not venture so far.

W

Time for a break!
It was also quite an experience for me to
visit the various forestry projects. I spent
eleven days in Beijing before flying to Hangzhou. Originally, I was to have flown to Nanjing but no air tickets were available. To get
to Hangzhou, I went "standby". Thank God
at the eleventh hour they gave me a boarding pass after I put my bags on the conveyor
belt and told the person at the check-in
counter that I had to be on that plane. What
an experience! From Hangzhou I went west
to Guangzhou and east again to Chengdu,
Muchuan and Kunming. The trip from
Chengdu to Kunming was indeed memorable. We took a jeep from Chengdu to
Muchuan (about 12 hours on the road; we
had only one puncture) and a train from
E-mei to Kunming (almost 21 hours). The
train took us through some semi-arid lands.
The view was captivating.

Mushroom-growing amidst Paulownia.

At an experimental field station in
Muchuan, I learned what agroforestry is all
about. I saw forests with Paulownia trees
and crops such as mushrooms, fungus and
herbs, between the trees. It was interesting
to learn the processes involved in intercropping.
The last week of my stay was not very
pleasant. My body resisted solid food. In fact,
I had problems trying to digest all the food
which I had consumed during the past few
weeks. Even the sight of food gave me a
repulsive feeling. I completely lost the desire
for food. The next time I make such a trip I
must remember to control my eating habits,
or fast and pray.
O
Robert Ong is the project accountant in ASRO.

He travelled to the People's Republic of China
last May.

TWENTIETH
( C O N T I N U E D F R O M P A G E 1)
wide reputation for effectiveness and caring.
Our twentieth anniversary, in January
of 1990, gives us the opportunity to reflect
on what we have accomplished and on what
we have learned, and to think of ways to
share that understanding more widely in the
coming years.
IDRC is a learning community—we assist
in the acquisition of knowledge; the

It is as a learning community that we
approach planning for our twentieth
anniversary.
In the next few weeks, committees will
be formed to organize the anniversary
activities. Staff in Ottawa and in the Regional
Offices are invited to come forward and
share their vision of IDRC for the next 10
years. Ideas now being considered include a
series of seminars and publications, an IDRC
Summer School, a television series, and an
Interpretative Centre displaying IDRC

technologies which have helped people in
developing countries better their lives. If you
have any ideas to propose or share, please
contact Jim Chauvin in the President's Office
at ext. 0600.
When IDRC was created in 1970 most of
us were not aware of its existence. Now we
have a chance to help shape the second
generation of our organization and share
our vision of IDRC with the rest of the world.

SARO's All Here

Last August, the President visited SARO and met with SARO staff. From left to right: Vijay Pande, regional director;
Nicolas Mateo, AFNS: Babu Massey; Norm Macdonald; M.R. §harma, Admin; Peter John, Admin; Sajni Thukral, ORD;
Zareen Thomas, ORD; Larry Gelmon, HS; Neeta Sagar, AFNS; Sushila Nayar, AFNS; Ivan Head; Rekha Kapoor, AFNS;
Margaret Francis, IS; Cheryl Anderson, HS; Greg Langham, SS; I.S. Gupta, Admin; Janet Wardlaw; Arun Shrivastava,
OT; Bharati Gaur, AFNS; R. Madhavan, OT; Andrew McNaughton, AFNS; Deepak Bhatnagar, OT; Sujata Pradhan,
COMM; Ann Carson; Susanne Mowat, SS; Clive Wing, IS; Shiv Dehal.

Taking advantage of his visit to
New Delhi the President presented
R. Madhavan with an IDRC silver pin
signifying 5 years of service. From left
to right: I.S. Gupta, Ivan Head, Arun
Shrivastava, Sanjeev Kapur, R.
Madhavan. Other SARO staff receiving
silver pins were Sajni Thukral, Peter
John and M.R. Sharma. Congratulations
to all!

Setting priorities: Regional staff meetings
CAIRO
DAKAR

T

his year's meeting was HERO'S third
staff meeting since the tradition
started in 1986. It took place in the
Mena House Oberoi Hotel which overlooks
the Giza pyramids, in culturally and intellectually stimulating surroundings.
The meeting was attended by four
people from MERO: Fawzy Kishk, Eglal
Rached, Antoine Terjanian, and Nirvana
Fahmy. From WARD came Gilbert Ndiaye representing FAD. From Ottawa came Gerry
Bourrier, Mousseau Tremblay, Francois
Belisle, John Hardie, Marc Van Ameringen,
and Steve Rosell. The CIDA representative in
Cairo, Franz Koch, also attended the twoday meeting.
The theme of the meeting was sectoral
priorities in light of regional development
needs and priorities. The meeting started
with a comprehensive overview of the environment presented by Fawzy Kishk, who
then identified the region's development
issues. The research implications or the
research entry points were defined. The research environment was analysed in order
to acquaint the participants with IDRC clients
in the region. Fawzy Kishk presented an
analysis of the Centre's program for fiscal
year 87/88 showing MERO'S share from each
divisional appropriation and from the total
Centre appropriations. Although MERO is
struggling to achieve more Centre support,
it did not do too badly this past year. It has
received 6.2% of the Centre's appropriation
for fiscal year 87/88, which is a little higher
than SARD'S share for the same year (5.6%).
Of course, LARD and ASRO continue to have
the lion's share of Centre appropriations,
with 25% and 17.9% respectively.
Kishk concluded that the Centre has
many opportunities to support developmentrelated research in the region and that the
recent decision to enlarge the office in Cairo
will help take advantage of those opportunities.
The area of rangeland management was
identified as a major thrust for MERO. It is an
area related to food security, but most neglected and so it was felt that several divisions
could collaborate in research related to
rangeland, particularly AFNS (CAPS), Social
Sciences, and Information Sciences.

Although population was also identified
as a major development issue, it was felt that
rangeland management would represent a
research area of comparative advantage for
IDRC-MERO, given the staff composition in
MERO.
The second day was devoted to discussions on special topics which included the
issue of utilization of research results, evaluation, and CIDA/IDRC collaboration.
Participants from outside MERO enjoyed
the reception hosted by the Regional Director on the Nile Pharaoh cruiser in the evening. Unfortunately, some of the participants
left right after the meeting, while others had
some time for project visits, sight-seeing and
shopping in the famous Khan El-Khalili
bazaar.
O
Nirvana Fahmy

NEW DELHI

T

he SARD Annual Program Strategy
Meeting was held from April 11th to
13th. In addition to SARD staff, the
following members of the Centre's family
participated in the meeting: Steve Rosell,
Terry Smutylo, Ed Weber, Marilyn Campbell
and Larry Gelmon from Ottawa and Anne
Bernard from ASRO. We discussed several
issues considered to be of crucial importance
in the context of adjustments taking place
in the Centre. In particular, we discussed: (1)
decentralization (2) R&D utilization in the
context of ppR x and (3) evaluation and
monitoring. The meeting also agreed to the
following key issues in SARD'S regional
strategy: nutrition, food systems (including
oilseeds in semi-arid regions), watershed
management and AIDS. As concerns
nutrition, the meeting endorsed the detailed
proposal prepared by Richard Young and
Ed Weber. This has now been submitted to
Ottawa with a request for funding.
Another important issue discussed related to the objectives, categories and
administration of Regional Office Funds. It
was generally agreed that ROF should play
an important role in the planning process of
the Centre.
O
Vijay Pande

W

ARD held it's flrst annual all-staff
meeting on April 21st and 22nd.
This is a new mechanism which
will involve all WARD staff in Centre activities
by helping them gain a better understanding
of IDRC'S strategies in development and
research, and by participating more in office
management. The meeting was led by Pierre
Sane, regional director, Jean Duquette, regional controller, and Pape Seye, office
administrator.
On Thursday, April 21st, we received a
report on what had been discussed at the
professional staff meeting two weeks before,
a run-down of the regional office's activities
for 1987/88, and an up-date on the following
Working Groups: Re-organization, Computerization, Office Housing, and ECHO BRACO.
The next day Jean Duquette presented
WARD'S 88/89 budget, and we discussed the
work program for this year. We decided to
concentrate on:
a establishing a project management unit
which would be responsible for all the
administrative and financial management of all the WARO projects;
b establishing a Working Group on training
whose mandate would be to define a
training plan for all staff and present its
recommendations to the regional director;
c establishing a Working Group on salaries
and benefits;
d eventually establishing a Working Group
on communications within the regional
office, but this was put aside until later so
as to avoid a work over-load;
e the Working Group on computerization
should continue its work in helping and
counselling staff who are in computer
training.
The meeting allowed us to evaluate our
activities, discuss the Centre's plans for the
region and prepare our own program of work
and budget for the next year. At the next
meeting we may invite program officers to
attend certain sessions. To close what we
started calling the "Staff Meeting of Administrative Personnel", we had a "super
mechoui" (a Moroccan-style barbecue) in
WARD'S garden.
Q
Moussa Drame

Illiniums

Dear Diary:

Nairobi-the site of the March 1988 Board of Governors' meeting.

to paper-clips
by Ania Wasilewski

"D

uring their October 1987 meeting, the Board of Governors decided to hold their March 1988
meeting in Nairobi, Kenya, with project visits
to be scheduled in Tanzania and Zimbabwe.
This meant that instead of the usual one
year's notice, EARO and Conference Services
in Ottawa had only four months to prepare
for the event."
So begins Lyse Lavictoire's first trip
report from Nairobi in December last year.
The official versign. This is how she remembers it: "Oh my God! There's not enough
time! The logistics of trying to coordinate a
meeting of 55 people in three countries in
Africa, each with different rules, each with a
different program, in less than four months
are very challenging and very scary. Makes
you wonder if we're ever going to make it on
time. But our motto is: 'Be like a duck: Above
the surface. . . look composed and unruffled.
Below the surface. . . paddle like hell!'"
Lyse Lavictoire and Julie Lalonde are
IDRC'S Conference Unit. This means that
they're responsible for the planning of meetings from A to Z! Lyse says: "We don't take
care of the agenda or what I call the 'meat' of
the meeting (the contents), but when you
plan and coordinate such an event, you have

to be in at every level of the process in order
to give the best possible service. Robert
Auger and I now joke about it and always
double check the agenda (which his office
draws up) against my full program of the
Governors' stay. We learned the hard way
when at the Dakar Board Meeting, there was
great confusion in the hotel lobby. My program said buses were to depart at 2:00 pm—
his agenda said that the meeting was starting
at2:00pm."
Lyse emphasizes the team work approach. "We work very closely with the Regional Office and although in the case of
Nairobi, time was of the essence and an incredible amount of pressure was being felt
by all, what we always remember is
the ultimate goal—a smooth visit and fruitful meeting for Governors. Julie and I have
made very good friends in the Regional
Offices although sometimes many must of
thought we were going crazy. . .and making
them crazy!"
On her first "preliminary trip" to
Nairobi, Lyse met with the EARO Coordinating Team — Adzei Bekoe, Jean-Paul Joly Jane
Ogwapit and Fibi Munene. The regional
office had booked the Kenyarta Government
Conference Centre and the Safari Club hotel
for the Board. But says Lyse, "then the Kenyan government called an election two

Lyse gets into the swing of things at The Carnivore, a well-known restaurant in
Nairobi. The Carnivore is famous for its exotic meats-crocodile, camel and snake!
months before our meeting and no-one
could get into the Conference Centre". Lyse
went to visit the UN Headquarters in Gigiri,
a 40-minute, 15-kilometre drive from downtown Nairobi and found it very functional
and surrounded by beautiful gardens. On
her five-day trip she also visited several
hotels, the High Commissioner, government

officials, and the travel agent
On her second "prelim" in February she
did a dry run of the five-day visit to project
sites in Tanzania and Zimbabwe that the
Governors would do. "That's when the Regional Director and I pretend we're Governors and go from one project site to another,
timing everything. We even try out the wash-

Governors enjoying the relaxing surroundings of the UN Headquarters in Gigiri,
where the Board meeting was held.
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After seeing a young man wearing a
Montreal Expos t-shirt at the Sokoine
University in Morogoro, Tanzania,
Mr Head just can't resist baseball fever

rooms, when they're available!"
Lyse and Julie arrived in Nairobi, tw
weeks before the Govenors and with still s
much more to do! Protocol arrangement
for the airport had to be finalized; the fu
program in both French and English had to
be finalized; the various groups had to b
pre-registered at the hotel; social events had
to be finalized; the inauguration ceremonie
pinned-down, etc., etc, (not to mention th
post-conference visits). During the first wee
they worked in the Regional Office but b
the second week had set up an office in th
hotel which would be staffed from 8:00 a.m
to 8:00 p.m. every day of the Governors' visi
"Many a day we opened at 7:00 am only
to stop working at midnight," says Lys
Marion Simila, FAD secretary in EARO, an
Simon Kabaya, an EARO driver, would help
and Margaret Langill, from Travel in Ottaw
was also in Nairobi to handle the Board'
travel arrangements.
On March 19th the first Governor
Gerald Helleiner—arrived at Nairobi airpo
Says Lyse: "When the Governors arrive th
work doubles. Everybody wants to see every
body at the same time; program officer
secretaries are in overdrive and the Regiona
Director is wearing two hats —one for th
Board and one as office administrator. 200%
is expected of everyone."
On Sunday evening, the Presiden
hosted a reception for the Governors an
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Janet Wardlaw, Chairman of the IDRC Board, tries pumping water at a village pump in Mwea, the site of an IDRC-KEMRI (Kenya
Medical Research Institute) schistosomiasis control project. Schistosomiasis is a water-borne parasitic disease which affects
more than 2 million Kenyans. The project leader Mrs Melanie Katsivo told the visiting Governors that at the beginning of the
project over 91 percent of children in Mwea between the ages of 5 and 19 suffered from schistosomiasis. Today, the rate has
dropped to 56 percent.
EARO staff, and the Children in Development
Club — Nairobi branch was inaugurated. The
next day was an official holiday in Kenya,
but the Program and Policy Committee and
Project Screening Committee met anyway.
That evening the Regional Director Dr Adzei
Bekoe held a dinner for the group at the
Carnivore Restaurant, a famous eating-hole
just outside of Nairobi and quite close to the
Nairobi National Game Park. Delicacies include crocodile, camel, and snake meat. . .
The Board officially began its meeting
on Tuesday, March 22nd at the UN building
with Dr Wilfred Koinange, permanent secretary of the Ministry of Research, Science and
Technology opening the Board's 38th session. Dr Koinange also hosted a reception for
the Governors that evening. The Board met
on Wednesday and Thursday as well, with
receptions by Dr Janet Wardlaw, the Chairman of the Board on Wednesday evening,
and a dinner at the Canadian High Commissioner's residence the next evening.
On Friday, March 25th Governors had
a choice of visiting two health sciences projects (AIDS and schistosomiasis) around
Nairobi or visiting the ICRAF field station at
Machakos and the AFNS pigeon-peas project.
Julie remembers that Friday very
well—it was "panic time" when Lyse was
preparing to leave for Tanzania. "First of all
she wasn't packed. We had to see the Gover-

nors off that morning at 7:00 am; we still
had to determine who got what for tips; last
minute arrangements were still being
changed on us and her plane was leaving at
10:45 am." "I got to the airport on time,"
continues Lyse, "and checked in at the
counter, went through all the formalities, and
got on the plane. They brought up the stairs,

started the propeller and then it hit me — I
forgot my briefcase! I ran to the front of the
plane and told the steward I had to see the
captain. I was allowed in the cockpit and
told the captain practically on my knees,
'I'm in charge of a Canadian delegation and I
need to deboard the plane —my briefcase,
with all my papers is still inside the terminal.
o
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Governors Gelia Castillo, Francis Keppel and M.G.K. Menon visit a greenhouse at
the IDRC agrogeology project in Morogoro, Tanzania. Researchers are testing
rock phosphates for use as fertilizer.
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Governor Albert Butros has a go at the
Mwea pump.
I promise to be quick. I can't take the other
flight (which was two days later) because
that's the one my delegation is on. I must be
in Dar today to arrange everything beforehand and I can't do a thing without my
briefcase!' The pilot said: 'You realize this is
a very serious matter'. I nodded and begged
and flew off the plane and ran up the tarmac
to the airport. But the doors were locked! I
pounded and pounded on them, while
everyone in the plane watched me and eventually the security officer came to the door.
What a relief. . .1 knew him! He'd been
around when we met the Governors and

IDRC staff, so we backtracked my route and
it turns out I'd left my briefcase at the first
counter! It took 25 minutes, but I got it!"
Julie adds: "Nothing ever happens when
you're with 50 people, everything happens
when you're travelling alone!"
In Dar Es Salaam, the Governors were
briefed on Tanzania's economic situation by
focusing on macroeconomic research projects supported by IDRC. They were also
given a briefing on Social Sciences' Refugee
Settlements project and visited Communication's Printing Press project. In Morogoro,
the site of Tanzania's Sokoine University,
they visited AFNS'S Sorghum Utilization,
Farming Systems and Pulses/Groundnuts
projects and EES'S Agrogeology project. In
Harare, Zimbabwe, they were greeted by
Governor Walter Kamba, Vice-Chancellor of
the University of Zimbabwe, and visited a
dehuller manufacturing workshop and the
regional seed centre.
On April 2nd, it was back home for the
Governors and off on a well-deserved holiday for Lyse and Julie in Mombassa. It was a
chance for them to see a bit more than they
usually do on a conference trip. Julie says: "I
wish I could go back one day as a real tourist,
because the only things we usually see during these conferences are the inside of the
airport, the hotel, the conference centre and
the inside of a taxi."
Lyse says: "When we left Zimbabwe at
3:30 pm, the plane was an hour late but we
thought we could still make our connecting
flight in Nairobi. Once there, we had everybody running — from the porter to the secur-

Where was
the Board in?
1988- - Nairobi
1986- -New Delhi
1984- -Dakar
1982- -San Jose
1980- -Cairo
1978- •Colombo
1977- •Nairobi
1976- •Mexico City
1975- -Singapore
1974- •Dakar
1973- Bogota
1972- New Delhi

ity officer who radioed our connecting flight
and asked that they wait on the tarmac for
two Canadians. Still breathless from the jog
between the international and the domestic
terminal, we arrived at the Air Kenya counter
only to be told that they wouldn't take us on
board and to wait three hours for the next
flight at ll:30pm."
"While waiting we heard that an Air
France flight was leaving for Mombassa
shortly so we ran to the counter and asked if
we could take that one. The reply was an
unequivocal no. When we finally boarded
our flight we had to identify our luggage on

Governors Albert Butros, M.G.K. Menon and Jorge Hardoy teach Tanzanian kids a song.
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the tarmac (a common practice in African
countries). It wasn't there! We went back to
the airport but couldn't find it! Again, we
had everybody running. We refused to board
until a thorough search was done for our
luggage, but it was to no avail. While all this
commotion is unfolding on the tarmac, one
wise guy kept repeating 'Poly, poly. . .
Hakuna Matata' (translation: keep calm, keep
calm. . .no problem). At that point Julie
turned to me and said 'If someone tells me
this one more time I'll scream!'"
Julie continues: "So here we are sitting
on a plane, heading towards our holiday

destination, with no luggage! At this point,
we started making a mental list of what we
could share, i.e. toothbrush. We arrived in
Mombassa and there's our luggage! It came
by Air France! We had multiple arguments
with a taxi-driver, ended up being squished
into one car with two other tourists, arrived
at our hotel at 1:00 am only to find they
didn't have a room for us (even though we
had confirmed earlier). Finally they found
us a room. Relieved, we followed the
porter... to a small room in the back of the
hotel with one single bed! Eventually we
found a small room with two single beds.

"It's over - we made it!"

We were told we could switch to an oceanfront room with bigger beds the next day. By
this time it was 3:00 am. It seemed we had
just fallen asleep when we were woken at
7:00 am by the hotel desk calling to tell us
they'd found us an ocean-front room! Later,
we said, later, and went back to sleep."
Lyse says that to survive any Board
meeting she remembers a saying that Fawzy
Kishk, MERO'S regional director, once told
her: "Prepare yourself for a Board meeting
as if you were going to a funeral and when it
turns out to be a wedding, you'll be pleasantly surprised!"
O

PICNIC IN THE PARK!

On the bus-Suzanne Taschereau, OHR, Lyse Lavictoire,
AIDS Conference, and Ray Audet, VPR, board the doubledecker bus going to Rockcliffe Park, on September 13.
They're going to a picnic hosted by the President to thank
Working Group members for all their hard work.

*

Susan Warren, Conference Services, conducts the caterers at
the Working Group picnic.

Three cold comptrollers-Jean Duquette, WARO, with Wilfredo
Reyes, ASRO, warming his hands over the barbeque. Beside
them, Sarwat Salem, MERO, talks with Guy Charlebois, OT.

